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RETURN TO EQUILIBRIUM FOR AN ANHARMONIC
OSCILLATOR COUPLED TO A HEAT BATH
MARTIN KO¨NENBERG
Abstract. We study a C∗-dynamical system describing a particle coupled
to an infinitely extended heat bath at positive temperature. For small cou-
pling constant we prove return to equilibrium exponentially fast in time.
The novelty in this context is to model the particle by a harmonic or an-
harmonic oscillator, respectively. The proof is based on explicit formulas
for the time evolution of Weyl operators in the harmonic oscillator case.
In the anharmonic oscillator case, a Dyson’s expansion for the dynamics is
essential. Moreover, we show in the harmonic oscillator case, that R is the
absolute continuous spectrum of the Standard Liouvillean and that zero is
a unique eigenvalue.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we study an interacting system of a single particle coupled
to a heat bath, which is infinitely extended and near its thermal equilibrium
at inverse temperature β. The heat bath consists in infinitely many bosons
with a momentum density given by Planck’s law for the black body radiation.
The particle is confined by an increasing potential, which inhibits an escape to
infinity. In this situation one expects that the interacting system is driven to a
joint equilibrium state at inverse temperature β as time tends to infinity. This
behavior is called ‘return to equilibrium’.
The mathematical model is formulated in the framework of a quantum dy-
namical system. Here the observables are modeled by a Weyl algebra and the
automorphism group is implemented by conjugating with a group of unitaries,
which is generated by the Hamiltonian of the interacting system. In this paper
the particle Hamiltonian is either a harmonic or an anharmonic oscillator and
the interaction with the heat bath is given by a dipole expression.
In the last decade small systems coupled to a heat bath were subject of ex-
tensive mathematical research. In [15] and [16] an approach is established that
traces back the ergodic properties of a certain W ∗-dynamical system to the
spectral characteristics of the so-called Standard Liouvillean. Moreover, the
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return to equilibrium occurs exponentially fast, the rate of decay is obtained
by Fermi’s golden rule for the Standard Liouvillean. In [5] the spectral analysis
of the Standard Liouvillean is studied by a renormalization group technique.
The methods in [15, 16] and [5] require analytic form factor. The assumptions
on the singularity of the form factors at zero are, however, less restrictive in
[5].
In [10, 11] the Liouvillean is studied by means of the limiting absorption
principle and the Feshbach method. In [19, 13] the positive commutator theo-
rem and a viral theorem are applied to the Liouvillean. In all papers mentioned
above the Hilbert space representing the small system is finite dimensional, and
the interaction is small. In summary we call the strategy used by all authors
above Liouvillean approach.
The harmonic oscillator that interacts with the heat bath by a dipole expres-
sion is a quadratic operator in annihilation and creation operators, this allows
to define a ∗-automorphism group τ on a Weyl algebra A. Moreover, for any
inverse temperature β we can define a KMS state ω on the Weyl algebra A,
see Theorem 2.1 below. This is a special property of the harmonic oscillator
case. We benefit from very explicit results for the harmonic oscillator coupled
to a Boson field at temperature zero, studied in [1, 2], or in [21] for a closely
related model.
We prove in Theorem 2.3 that the return to equilibrium occurs exponentially
fast for a large class of states and observables for small interaction. The rate
of decay is related to Fermi’s golden rule for the Hamiltonian at temperature
zero. This is different from the approach using Liouvilleans, where the rate of
decay is deduced from Fermi’s golden rule for the Standard Liouvillean, which
is larger.
We recall that the harmonic oscillator case is not covered by the methods of
the Liouvillean approach, yet. However, we can formulate another model analog
to the Liouvillean approach. In this model we define a Standard Liouvillean for
each β, which generates the time evolution. One can show existence of a KMS
state on some W ∗-algebra M, see [17]. However, we prove in Corollary 3.5 that
the spectrum of the Standard Liouvillean covers R, it is absolutely continuous
except in zero, and zero a unique, non-degenerate eigenvalue. Moreover, the
model in the Liouvillean approach is an extension of the quantum dynamical
system formulated on the Weyl algebra A in the following sense:
The Weyl algebra A can be embedded into M and the dynamics generated
by the Standard Liouvillean extends τ , which is defined on the Weyl algebra.
This is stated in Theorem 3.2.
Moreover, we perturb the harmonic potential by a potential V , which is the
Fourier-transform of a complex measure. The perturbed Hamiltonian is called
anharmonic oscillator. The class of perturbations is adopted from [18], where
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the Langevin equation is studied, see also [21] and [12]. The model is the fol-
lowing, we fix an inverse temperature β, and construct a GNS representation
associated with ω. The theory of KMS states ensures the existence of a KMS
state ωQ for the perturbed dynamics in the Hilbert space of the GNS represen-
tation. To obtain convergence to ωQ for large times we use Dyson’s expansion
for the perturbed dynamics. In Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.5 return to equi-
librium is proved for the anharmonic oscillator model with an exponential rate
of decay for small coupling and small V . The strategy for the proof is based on
an estimate, we learned form [18], it is based on the fact that certain integrals
that occur in Dyson’s expansion decay exponential fast in t. Recently, in [7] a
combinatorial argument was found, that relaxes this assumption on the decay.
One could hope that this result can be used to prove return to return to equi-
librium for the anharmonic oscillator, whether no analycity of the form factor
is assumed, c.f. Hypothesis 1.
1.1. Organization of the Paper. In the subsequent subsection we recall the
formalism of second quantization. We give here the definition of the Hamilton-
ian in the harmonic oscillator case and formulate the Hypothesis on the form
factors. Moreover, we give definitions in the context of quantum dynamical
systems. In Section 2 we define the so-called analytic states and the analytic
observables, for which the return to equilibrium is exponentially fast. We for-
mulate and prove Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3. Section 3 is devoted to the
Liouvillean approach in the harmonic oscillator case. In this section we prove
Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5. The anharmonic oscillator cou-
pled to a heat bath is studied in Section 4, where we prove Theorem 4.2 and
Corollary 4.5. The paper has two appendices: In the first we quote some defi-
nitions and results given in [1, 2], in the second we recall an estimate, which is
important for the proof of Theorem 4.2, it was proved originally in [18].
1.2. Notation and Definition. The starting point is the state spaceH, which
represents the coupled system of a particle and the bosons at temperature zero,
H = L2(R)⊗Fb[h].
The Hilbert space L2(R) contains the states for an isolated particle, which is
for simplicity assumed to be one-dimensional. The bosonic Fock space,
Fb[h] = CΩh ⊕
∞⊕
n=1
Sn
n⊗
k=1
h
is modeled over the one boson space h := L2(R3). Later on we will also use a
Fock space over C⊕ h or C⊕C⊕ h⊕ h. In this context Ωh is a fixed normed
vector called the vacuum and Sn is the projection onto the subspace of totally
symmetric tensors. The vectors in Fb[h] are sequences ψ = (ψn)∞n=0 such that
ψn ∈ Sn
⊗n
k=1 h for n > 1 and ψ0 ∈ CΩh. The annihilation and creation
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operators on Fb[h] are denoted by a(f), a∗(g) for f, g ∈ h. They satisfy the
Canonical Commutator Relations (CCR),
[a(f), a(g)] = 0, [a∗(f), a∗(g)] = 0,(1.1)
[a(f), a∗(g)] = 〈f |g〉h
and a(f)Ωh = 0. Furthermore, we define the field operators by
Φ(f) =
1√
2
(
a(f) + a∗(f)
)
.
a(f), a∗(f) and Φ(f) are defined on the dense subspace of finite sequences
(ψn)
∞
n=0 of Fb[h]. All three operators are closable, we denote their closures by
the same symbol. As suggested in the notation a∗(f) is the adjoint operator of
a(f). Moreover, Φ(f) is self-adjoint, the exponential W[f ] := ei Φ(f) is called
Weyl operator. From (1.1) we deduce the CCR for Weyl operators
(1.2) W[f ]W[g] = e− i Im 〈f |g〉h/2W[f + g].
For a definition of the formalism of second quantization, C∗-algebras and re-
lated topic we refer the reader to the textbooks [8, 9].
On the Schwartz space S(R) ⊂ L2(R) we define by (qψ)(q) = q · ψ(q) the
position operator and by (pψ)(q) = − i dψ
dq
(q) the momentum operator of the
particle. Annihilation and creation operators in L2(R) are given by
A∗ =
1√
2
(q − i p), A = 1√
2
(q + i p).
They satisfy the CCR
[A,A] = [A∗, A∗] = 0, [A,A∗] = 1S(R),
in addition we have AΩ
C
= 0 for Ω
C
(q) = π−1/4e−q
2/2. It is known that
clL2(R) LH
{
(A∗)nΩ
C
∈ L2(R) : n ∈ N0
}
= L2(R), see for instance [9]. The
letter clL2(R) denotes the closure in the topology of L
2(R) and LH denotes the
linear hull. Thus we can identify L2(R) with Fb[C]. As a consequence we
obtain H ∼= Fb[C⊕ h] and
Ω
C⊕h ∼= ΩC ⊗ Ωh, a(c⊕ h) ∼= cA⊕ a(h),
a∗(c⊕ h) ∼= cA∗ ⊕ a∗(h).
Moreover, we field operators Φ(c ⊕ f) and Weyl operators W[c⊕ h] in H are
given by
Φ(c⊕ h) = 1√
2
(
a∗(c⊕ h) + a(c⊕ h))(1.3)
W[c⊕ h] =W[c]⊗W[h].(1.4)
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For these operators the CCR in Equation (1.1) and Equation (1.2) are satisfied
with 〈·|·〉h replaced by 〈·|·〉C⊕h. In this model the particle is confined by the
potential (1/2)x2, which inhibits an escape to infinity of the particle. The
harmonic oscillator is
Hosc = (1/2)(p
2 + q2).
We remark, that a large class of potentials should ensure return to equilibrium,
but the choice of the harmonic potential is essential for our analysis. The reason
is, that we can write the Hamiltonian in the formalism of second quantization,
i.e. Hosc = A
∗A+ 1/2. This allows us to perform calculations explicitly.
Throughout this paper the bosons are massless, being modeled in the mo-
mentum space with the dispersion relation |k|. The free Hamiltonian is defined
by HfΩh := 0 and
(1.5) (Hfψ)n :=
( n∑
j=1
1⊗ . . .⊗ hph︸︷︷︸
j
⊗ . . .⊗ 1)ψn,
where hph is the multiplication with |k| in h. In the following we will not
introduce an extra symbol for multiplication operators, so hph is just |k|.
The interaction operator is given by
HI = λq · Φ(|k|−1/2ρˆ),
where Φ(|k|−1/2ρˆ) := Φ(0 ⊕ |k|−1/2ρˆ). The parameter λ 6= 0 is the coupling
constant, which models the strength of the interaction. The Hamiltonian for
the interacting system is
(1.6) Hh = Hosc ⊗ 1+ 1⊗Hf +HI +Rq2 ⊗ 1,
where R := (λ2/2)‖|k|−1ρˆ‖2h. The operator HI and the additional potential
R · q2, ρˆ ∈ h is the coupling function, form the so-called dipole approximation,
which arises from a model with a minimally coupled Hamiltonian by replacing
ei kq by 1 + kq and by applying a unitary transform, see [21]. The crucial
simplification is, that Hh is quadratic in annihilation and creation operators.
Note, that we have the representation Hf =
∫ |k|a∗(k)a(k)d3k, where a(k) and
a∗(k) are annihilation and creation operators for sharp momentum k, see [20].
Thus Hf is quadratic as well.
Hypothesis 1. We assume
(1) ρˆ(k) > 0, k ∈ R3.
(2) ρˆ is rotation invariant.
(3) In polar coordinates: (0,∞) ∋ r 7→ ρˆ(r) has an analytic continuation
on {z ∈ C : |Im z| 6 2πβ−1}, also denoted by ρˆ.
(4) sup|s|62πβ−1
∫ |ρˆ(r + i s)|2(1 + |r|3)dr <∞
(5) For the analytic continuation we have ρˆ(r) = ρˆ(−r), r ∈ R.
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We write for a functions f with domain in R3, f(r,Θ) with r > 0 and Θ ∈ S2
if it is expressed in polar coordinates. Moreover, we write f(r), if f is rotation
invariant. S2 denotes in this context the unit sphere.
The Hamiltonian in (1.6) was analyzed in [1, 2]. Among other things therein
is shown, that dom(Hh) = dom(Hosc ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Hf), where dom denotes the
domain of an operator. An explicit formula for the asymptotic annihilation and
creation operators is given. It can be deduced from [1], that up to a unitary
isomorphism we have Hh ∼= Hf + Egs, where Egs is the ground state energy of
Hh. This unitary isomorphism is a Bogoliubov transform, that means, it can
be defined by introducing new annihilation and creation operators and a new
vacuum vector, see [6]. In the following, we will make use of some definitions
and lemmata in [1, 2], which are reformulated in Appendix A below.
We define the dynamics in the Heisenberg picture on the algebra of observ-
ables
A := clB(H) LH
{W[c⊕ f ] : c⊕ f ∈ C⊕ f},
with f := {f ∈ h : (1 + |k|−1/2)f ∈ h}. Note, that we can extend regular states
on A to annihilation- and creation operators, which are the actual observables
of interest. The time-evolution is given by
A 7→ τt(A) ∈ A, τt(A) := ei tHhAe− i tHh , A ∈ A.
For fixed t ∈ R τt is a map from A to A, which is linear and multiplicative,
and obeys τt(A
∗) = τt(A)∗. Moreover, τ = (τt)t∈R is a group since τt ◦ τs =
τt+s, τ0 = 1. In the sequel this is called a ∗-automorphism group.
A state is a positive, normed, linear functional on A. This definition covers
the vector states in H. Furthermore, it allows to define equilibrium states for
positive temperature β−1. Since Hh has continuous spectrum, it is not possible
to define a Gibbs state for Hh. Thus, we follow the lines of Haag, Hugenholz
and Winnink [14], who characterized equilibrium states by means of the (τ, β)-
KMS property, see Definition 1.2 below. An extensive representation of the
theory of operator algebras can be found in the textbooks [8, 9].
Next, we give definitions in the context of operator algebras, see also [4].
Definition 1.1 (Quantum Dynamical System). (1) Let A be a unital C∗-
algebra, τ a ∗-automorphism group and ω a state. The triple (A, τ, ω)
is a quantum dynamical system, if R ∋ t 7→ ω(A∗τt(A)) is continuous
for every A ∈ A.
(2) Let h be any Hilbert space and M ⊂ B(h) be a unital C∗-algebra. M
is a W ∗-algebra, if it is weakly closed. (M, τ) is called a W ∗-dynamical
system, if in addition R ∋ t 7→ τt(A), A ∈M is continuous, while M
carries the σ-weak topology of B(h).
The next definition fixes some dynamical properties, which are essential for
the following.
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Definition 1.2 (Mixing, Clustering, Equilibrium State). Let (A, τ, ω) be a
quantum dynamical system.
(1) (A, τ, ω) is mixing, if limt→∞ µ(τt(A)) = ω(A) for any ω-normal state
µ and any A ∈ A.
(2) (A, τ, ω) is clustering, if limt→∞ ω(Aτt(B)C) = ω(AC)ω(B) for A,B,C ∈
A.
(3) ω is an equilibrium state for (A, τ) at inverse temperature β, if for
any A,B ∈ A there is a function Fβ(·, A, B) being analytic in the strip
{z ∈ C : 0 < Im z < β}, continuous on its closure and taking the
boundary conditions
Fβ(A,B, t) = ω(Aτt(B)),
Fβ(A,B, t+ iβ) = ω(τt(B)A).
In this case ω is also called a (τ, β)-KMS state.
We will say that a dynamical system has the property of return to equi-
librium, if it is mixing. Let (hω, πω,Ωω) be the GNS-triple, see [8]. For µ
being ω-normal means, that there is a sequence of positive numbers (pn)n with∑∞
n=1 pn = 1 and an orthonormal system of vectors (φn)n ⊂ hω satisfying
µ(A) =
∑∞
n=1 pn〈φn|πω[A]φn〉hω , ∀A ∈ A. It can be seen using an approxi-
mation argument that (A, τ, ω) is mixing if it is clustering. Let η := 1 + 2̺.
̺(k) = (eβ|k| − 1)−1 is the momentum density in Planck’s law.
Definition 1.3 (Bose gas system). Let Af :=W (f). τ
f is defined by
τ ft (W ) := e
i tHfWe− i tHf , W ∈ Af
An equilibrium state is established by
ωf(W[f ]) = exp(−1/4〈f |ηf〉h).
We call the quantum dynamical system (Af , τ
f , ωf) Bose gas system.
Note that τ ft (W[f ]) =W[ei t|k|f ] and τ ft (Φ(f)) = Φ(ei t|k|f).
2. Return to Equilibrium for the Harmonic Oscillator
2.1. Statements and Discussions. In the next theorem we compare the
quantum dynamical system (A, τ, ω) with the Bose gas system. We prove that
both are equivalent up to Bogoliubov transform.
Theorem 2.1 ( Isomorphism of the Dynamical Systems). There is a unique
symplectic map v : C⊕ f→ f, such that
γ : A→ Af , W[c⊕ f ]→W[v(c⊕ f)]
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is a ∗-isomorphism and ω := ωf ◦γ is an equilibrium state for (A, τ). Moreover,
we have that
(2.1) ω(W[c⊕ f ]) = exp(−1/4〈v(c⊕ f)|η v(c⊕ f)〉)
The following diagram
(2.2) A
τt
//
γ

A
γ

ω
//
C
Af
τft
// Af
ωf
>>~~~~~~~~
is commutative. We call the quantum dynamical system (A, τ, ω) the interacting
system. Moreover, there is for t ∈ R a unique symplectic map wt : C⊕f→ C⊕f,
such that τt(W[c⊕ f ]) =W[wt(c⊕ f)] and wt+s = wt ◦ ws.
Let k, k′ be complex pre-Hilbert spaces. We say that s : k→ k′ is symplectic,
whenever s is real linear and Im 〈s(f)|s(f ′)〉k′ = Im 〈f |f ′〉k, f, f ′ ∈ k. Of special
interest is the subalgebraW (C⊕0), it contains the observables for the particles.
In the context of open quantum systems it is the small system. The excited
states of the small system are represented as states of A defined by µ(A) =
ω(B∗AB), A ∈ A for some B ∈ W (C⊕ 0). For f ∈ L2(R3) we denote by f˜
a function from R× S2 to C, defined by
(2.3) f˜(r,Θ) =
{
f(r,Θ), r > 0
f(−r,Θ), r < 0.
Let H2(κ) be the real vector space of functions f : (0,∞)→ L2(S2), such that
f˜ has an analytic continuation on the strip {z ∈ C : |Im z| < κ} and obeying∫
R
sup
η∈R:|η|<κ
‖f˜(r + i η)‖2L2(S2)(1 + |r|3)dr <∞.
H2(κ) is also invariant with respect to complex conjugation. We also can regard
each f ∈ H2(κ) as a function in f, in the sense that k 7→ f(|k|, k · |k|−1) belongs
to f. Let g be the real vector space of functions h ∈ C ⊕ f, such that v(h)
belongs to
(2.4) R = {(a i |k|1/2 + b|k|−1/2)f ∈ f : a, b ∈ R, f ∈ H2(κ)},
which is dense in the norm ‖g‖′+ := ‖g‖h + ‖|k|−1/2g‖h. This is proved in
Lemma 2.5 below. The positive constant κ will be fixed in Theorem 2.3. v is
introduced in Theorem 2.1
Definition 2.2 (Analytic states and analytic observables). Let A0 := LH{W[g] ∈
W (C⊕ f) : g ∈ g} ⊂ A be the subalgebra of analytic observables and let S0 be
the analytic states of A defined by
S0 = {µ : ∃B ∈ A0∀A ∈ A µ(A) = ω(B∗AB)}.
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The next theorem states the property of return to equilibrium, and that the
decay in time is exponentially fast for states in S0 and observables in A0. The
proof is given in the subsequent subsection. Here and in what follows, c denotes
a constant independent of t, its values may change from one line to the other.
Theorem 2.3 ( Return to Equilibrium). For small λ 6= 0 the interacting system
(A, τ, ω) is clustering. Moreover, for A ∈ A0 and µ ∈ S0 one has
(2.5) |µ(τt(A))− ω(A)| 6 ce−κt
for some constant and for 0 < κ < κˆ. κˆ is a fixed decay rate 2πβ−1 > κˆ > 0
depending only on λ. κˆ is defined in Lemma 2.4 below.
2.2. Auxiliary Statements. Note, that D+ and D are defined in Definition
A.1 below. In the next lemma the zeros of the analytic continuation ofR ∋ r 7→
D+(r
2) on the strip around the real axis are determined. The imaginary part
of the zeros gives the decay rate in Theorem 2.3. The function [0,∞) 7→ D(r2)
already occurs in the analysis in [1, 2] to determine the life time of resonances
for the temperature zero Hamiltonian Hh. The zeros are related to Fermi’s
golden rule for Hh.
Lemma 2.4. For λ 6= 0 small enough, there is an analytic continuation of R ∋
r 7→ D+(r2) on {z ∈ C : |Im z| < |Im κˆ(λ)|} that has no zeros. Furthermore,
κˆ(·) is even, analytic and
κˆ(λ) = 1 + κ2λ
2 + κ4λ
4 + . . . ,
where Imκ2 = 2π
2ρˆ2(1).
Lemma 2.5. R is dense in (f, ‖ · ‖), where ‖g‖′+ := ‖g‖h + ‖|k|−1/2g‖h.
This Lemma is used to show, that the algebra A0 and the set of states S0
are large in the following sense:
Lemma 2.6. g is dense in C⊕ f, with respect to the norm ‖g‖+ := ‖g‖C⊕h +
‖|k|−1/2g‖
C⊕h. Moreover, the image of g under v is dense in (f, ‖ · ‖′+).
The following Lemma is an ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.3, ensuring
the exponential decay. The special choice of form factors in g allows to express
the real- and the imaginary part of the scalar products in (2.6) and (2.7) below
as an integral over R. The decay is obtained by shifting the contour of inte-
gration in the upper complex half plane. Since in the definition of f, g ∈ g the
inverse of D+(r
2) (analytically continued) occurs, the decay rate is determined
by the zeros of D+(r
2).
Lemma 2.7. For f, g ∈ g one has
|Re 〈v(f)|ηei t|k|v(g)〉h| 6 ce−κt(2.6)
|Im 〈v(f)|ei t|k|v(g)〉h| 6 ce−κt.(2.7)
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c is a positive constant uniform in t.
2.3. Proofs.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof uses intensively results in [1, 2], quoted in
Appendix A below. From Lemma A.7 follows that Φin(f) :=
1√
2
(
ain(f) +
a∗in(f)
)
is equal to
Φ
(
(〈Q+|f〉h + 〈f |Q−〉h)⊕ (W+f +W−f)
)
ain(f) and a
∗
in(f) are the incoming annihilation and creation operators. ain(f), a
∗
in(f)
as well as W+,W−, Q−, Q+ are defined in Appendix A. Thus we have
ei tHhΦin(f)e
− i tHh = Φin(ei t|k|f).
Combining Lemma A.5(4) and A.5(5), such as Equation (A.5), (A.6) and (A.1),
we obtain
(2.8) W+Q+ = W−Q−, W−Q+ =W+Q−, ‖Q‖h = 1.
A simple but lengthly calculation using the Identities in (2.8) and Lemma A.6
yields Φ(c⊕ h) = Φin(v(c⊕ h)). Here, v is a real linear operator from C⊕ f to
f defined by
(2.9) v(c⊕ h) := W ∗+h + cQ+ −W ∗−h− cQ−.
By Lemma A.6 the operator v is surjective since h = v
(
(〈Q+|h〉h + 〈Q−|h〉h)⊕
(W+h+W−h)
)
. Moreover, v is symplectic, since
Im 〈c⊕ h|c′ ⊕ h′〉
C⊕h = − i[Φ(c⊕ h),Φ(c′ ⊕ h′)]
= − i[Φin(v(c⊕ h)),Φin(v(c′ ⊕ h′))]
= Im 〈v(c⊕ h)|v(c′ ⊕ h′)〉h.
We deduce that v is injective. From the definition of Φin follows that
τt(Φ(c⊕ h)) = Φin(ei t|k|v(c⊕ h)) = Φ(wt(c⊕ h))
for the real linear, time dependent operator wt defined by
wt(c⊕ h) =
(〈Q+|ei t|k|v〉h + 〈ei t|k|v|Q−〉h)
⊕ (W+ei,t|k|v +W−e− i t|k|v),(2.10)
where v := v(c⊕ h). Since Φin(ei t|k|v(c⊕ h)) = Φin(v(wt(c⊕ h))) we have that
(2.11) ei t|k|v(c⊕ h) = v(wt(c⊕ h)).
Since v is symplectic, we may define a ∗-isomorphism γ by γ : A→ Af , W[c⊕ h] 7→
W[v(c⊕ h)]. By Equation (2.11), Definition 1.2 and Definition 1.3 we conclude
that ω := ωf ◦ γ is a (τ, β)-KMS state over A. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3: First, we prove the exponential decay. Let vi := v(fi)
for fi ∈ g, i = 1, 2, 3. Using τt(W[f2]) =W[wt(f2)], the CCR relation for Weyl
operators in (1.2), such as 2.1 and (2.11), we obtain
ω
(W[f1]τt(W[f2])W[f3])
=exp
(− 1/4‖η1/2(v1 + ei t|k|v2 + v3)‖2h)·
exp
(− (i /2)Im {〈v1|ei t|k|v2〉h + 〈v1 + ei t|k|v2|v3〉h}).
Because of
ω(W[f1]W[f3]) = exp(−(1/4)‖η1/2(v1 + v3)‖2h)
· exp(−(i /2)Im 〈v1|v3〉h)
we get
ω(W[f1])τt(W[f2])W[f3])(2.12)
=ω(W[f1]W[f3])ω(W[f2])
· exp (− (1/2)Re 〈v1 + v3|ηei t|k|v2〉h)
· exp (− (i /2)Im 〈v1 − v3|ei t|k|v2〉h).
Lemma 2.7 implies∣∣ω(W[f1])τt(W[f2])W[f3])(2.13)
− ω(W[f1]W[f3])ω(W[f2])
∣∣ 6 ce−κt.
By definition of A0 and S0 the exponentially decay in (2.5) follows. To prove
the first statement, we assume f1, f2, f3 ∈ f. As before we obtain (2.12), but
with v1, v2, v3 ∈ f. Since w-limt→∞ ei t|k|v2 = 0, we get
lim
t→∞
ω(W[f1]τt(W[f2])W[f3])
= ω(W[f1]W[f3])ω(W[f2]).
Here, w-limt→∞ is the weak limit in the Hilbert space sense. From this we
obtain limt→∞ ω(Aτt(B)C) = ω(AC)ω(B), for A,B,C ∈ LH{W[f ] : f ∈ f}. A
density argument yields, that (A, τ, ω) is clustering, and thus mixing. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let G be defined for |Im z| < η and λ ∈ C by
G(z, λ) :=− z2 + 1 + ‖|k|−1ρˆ‖2hλ2 + 4π2 iλ2ρˆ2(z)z
+ 2πλ2
∫ ∞
−∞
ρˆ2(r + i η)(r + i η)
z − (r + i η) dr
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Recall that ρˆ(r) is an even function. By definition of D(z) in A.1 we obtain for
Im z > 0, that
D(z2) = −z2 + 1 + ‖|k|−1ρˆ‖2hλ2 + 2πλ2
∫ ∞
−∞
ρˆ2(r)r
z − r dr.
The residue theorem yields that Gλ(·) := G(·, λ) is an analytic continuation of
D(z2) on the lower half plane. By uniqueness, and since D(z2) is even, we get
G(z, λ) = G(−z, λ) = G(z,−λ).
Let s > 0. We can choose pǫ(s), such that s
2+ i ǫ = pǫ(s)
2, Re pǫ(s) > 0 and
Im pǫ(s) > 0, then
G(s, λ) = lim
ǫ→0+
G(pǫ(s), λ) = lim
ǫ→0+
D(s2 + i ǫ)
= D+(s
2).
Thus Gλ is an analytic continuation of D+(r
2). For any 0 < η′ < η we have
(2.14) sup
{z:|Im z|<η′}
|G(z, 0)−G(z, λ)| 6 Cη′ |λ|2.
Since ∂zG(±1, 0) = ∓2 the implicit function theorem yields two analytic func-
tions κ±1 in a neighborhood of zero, with κ±1(0) = ±1 and
(2.15) G(z, λ) = 0⇔ z = κ±1(λ)
for any z in a complex neighborhood of 1 or −1, respectively. By (2.14) there is
a neighborhood of zero, such that (2.15) holds for all z ∈ {z ∈ C : |Im z| 6 η′}
for some η′ > 0 independent of λ. By symmetry of G and uniqueness of κ±1 we
have κ−1(λ) = −κ+1(λ) and κ+1(λ) = κ+1(−λ), in particular ∂(2n+1)λ κ+1(0) = 0.
For the second derivative we have
∂2λκ+(0) = −
(∂2λG)(1, 0)
(∂zG)(1, 0)
= ‖|k|−1ρˆ‖2h
+ 2πP
∫ ∞
−∞
ρˆ2(r)r
1− r dr + 4π
2ρˆ2(1) i,
where P ∫∞−∞ is the Cauchy-principal value. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We will first prove an auxiliary statement:
H2(κ) is dense in Hˆ := L2(R3, (|k|−2 + |k|)d3k).
For f ∈ Hˆ we have that
(2.16)
∫ ∞
0
∫
S2
|f(r,Θ)|2dΘ(1 + r3)dr <∞.
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Let Kˆ = L2((0,∞), (1+r3)dr). Since Hˆ = Kˆ⊗L2(S2) we may restrict ourselves
the case where f = f1 ·f2. Assume first that f2 is real-valued. There is a smooth
function φ with compact support in (0,∞), and ‖f1−φ‖Kˆ 6 ǫ. Next, we define
a continuation ψ of φ to R by ψ(0) := 0 and ψ(r) := φ(−r) for r < 0. Since
φ vanishes near zero, we get ψ ∈ C∞c (R,C). The Fourier transform ψˆ is a
real-valued Schwartz function. Thus there is a η ∈ C∞c (R,R) such that(‖η − ψˆ‖∼)2 := ∑
ν,µ∈N0
ν,µ63
‖(1 + |s|2)ν/2∂µ(η − ψˆ)‖2L2(R) 6 ǫ2.
For some universal constant we obtain for the inverse Fourier transform ηˇ that
‖ηˇ − ψ‖∼ 6 cǫ. We obtain for another constant that ‖ηˇ − f1‖Kˆ 6 cǫ. It is
elementary to see that ηˇ · f2 belongs to H2(κ). When − i f2 is real valued,
we modify the proof. We choose φ as before. Next choose the continuation
to R, such that ψ(r) = −ψ(−r). Then we can choose η ∈ C∞c (R, iR), thus
ˇη(r) = −ηˇ(−r). As before, ηˇ · f2 belongs to H2(κ). This proves the auxiliary
statement.
Let g ∈ C∞c (R3 \ {0},C), then f := (a i |k|1/2+ b|k|−1/2)−1g ∈ Hˆ. Since mul-
tiplication with (a i |k|1/2 + b|k|−1/2) is a continuous map from Hˆ to (f, ‖ · ‖′+),
C∞c (R3 \ {0},C) is dense in (f, ‖ · ‖′+) and H2(κ) is dense in Hˆ we conclude the
proof. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. The definition of v and Q in (2.9) and Lemma A.1 below
imply that for c = a + i b
v(c⊕ 0) = a|k|−1/2Q+ i b|k|1/2Q ∈ R.
Thus C ⊕ 0 ⊂ g. Let f ∈ f, we need to show that 0 ⊕ f ∈ cl‖·‖′
+
g. From A.6
we deduce that f =W+g +W−g for g = W
∗
+f −W ∗−f ∈ f.
Since R, defined in (2.4), is dense in (f, ‖ · ‖+), there is a sequence (gν)ν ⊂ R
with gν → g, as ν →∞. We obtain
fν := W+gν +W−gν → f, as ν →∞.
On account of Lemma A.6 we get gν = v(cν ⊕ fν) ∈ v(g) for cν := 〈Q+|gν〉h +
〈Q−|gν〉h. We conclude that cν ⊕ fν ∈ g and 0 ⊕ fν ∈ g. This completes the
proof. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Let
f := (i a|k|1/2 + b|k|−1/2)f ′
g := (i a′|k|1/2 + b′|k|−1/2)g′
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and h be defined by
h(r) :=
∫
S2
f ′(r,Θ)g′(r,Θ)dΘ, r > 0,
where dΘ is the uniform measure on the sphere. The definition of f ′ and g′
implies that h˜ has an analytic continuation on the strip {z ∈ C : |Im z| < κ},
see also (2.3). In order to calculate Re 〈f |ηei t|k|g〉h we write the scalar product
as an integral over R3. Next, we introduce polar-coordinates. After integrating
over the sphere we obtain the following:
Re 〈f |ηei t|k|g〉h
= Re
∫ ∞
0
(
aa′r3 + bb′r + i a′br2 − i b′ar2)
· coth(βr/2)ei trh(r)dr
= 1/2
∫
R
(
aa′r3 + bb′r + i a′br2 − i b′ar2)
· coth(βr/2)ei trh˜(r)dr
Since h˜ has an analytic continuation on the strip, we may shift the contour
of integration in the upper half plane. This complete the proof of (2.6). The
proof of (2.7) follows analogously. 
3. Comparison with the Liouvillean Approach
3.1. Liouvillean approach. In this section we will sketch the Liouvillean
approach. As mentioned in the introduction, this approach is widely used to
study dynamical properties of small systems, coupled to a heat bath, see for
instance [15, 16, 5, 19, 10, 11]. For this approach it is not necessary that the
particle is described by a harmonic oscillator, it is applicable to a broader class
of Hamiltonians Hel. The key ingredient is the existence of a Gibbs state. For
this it is sufficient and necessary that
(3.1) Zβ := Tr{e−βHel} <∞,
for a fixed β > 0. The starting point for the model underlying the Liouvillean
approach is the C∗-algebra
A˜ = B(Hel)⊗W (f).
The algebra A˜ is taken instead of A, since it is left invariant by the dynamics
τ 0 of the noninteracting system for any choice of Hel. In general, the dynamics
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τ 0 is given by
(3.2) τ 0t (A) := e
i tH0Ae− i tH0 , A ∈ A˜.
H0 is the sum of the particle Hamiltonian Hel⊗1 and the field Hamiltonian 1⊗
Hf multiplied with a tensor-factor. More precisely, for the harmonic oscillator
in the dipole approximation H0 is obtained form Hh by setting HI := 0 in
Equation (1.6) and the particle Hamiltonian is
Hel := 1/2
(−∆+ (1 + λ2‖|k|−1ρˆ‖2h)q2),
acting in L2(R).We deduce from Equation (3.2), that
(3.3) τ 0t = τ
el
t ⊗ τ ft ,
where τ ft is the free dynamics, see Definition 1.3. τ
el is dynamics for the particle
system, given by τ elt (B) = e
i tHelBe− i tHel , B ∈ B(Hel). On A˜ define a state ω0
by
ω0(B ⊗W[f ]) :=
(
Z−1β Tr{Be−βHel}
) · ωf (W[f ]).
We recall, that the first factor is the Gibbs state for Hel at inverse temperature
β, and the second is the equilibrium state for the Bose gas system. The (τ 0, β)-
KMS property of υ0 in the sense of Definition 1.2 can be verified by a short
calculation.
In a second step, one makes an explicit GNS-construction (K, π0,Ω0). Let
K := L2(R)⊗ L2(R)⊗ Fb[h⊕ h] ∼= Fb[C⊕C⊕ h⊕ h]
and for X ∈ B(K)
Ω0 = Z
−1/2
β kβ/2 ⊗ Ωh⊕h, υ0(X) := 〈Ω0 |XΩ0〉
where kβ/2 is the integral kernel of e
−β/2Hel in L2(R2) ∼= L2(R) ⊗ L2(R). The
∗-isomorphism π0 is given by
π0[A⊗W[f ]] = A⊗ 1⊗W[(1 + ̺)1/2f ⊕ ̺1/2f ].
Let M := π0[A˜]
′′ be the bicommutant of π0[A˜], it is the weak closure of π0[A˜]
in B(K). To define automorphism groups on M we introduce the operators
L0 := Lel ⊗ 1⊗ 1+ 1⊗ 1⊗ Lf
Lel := Hel ⊗ 1− 1⊗Hel
Lf is defined as Hf in Equation (1.5), with the difference that h is replaced by
h⊕ h, and hph is given by |k| ⊕ (−|k|). Since Ω0 is cyclic and separating for M
we can define the modular conjugation by
(3.4) JXΩ0 = X∗Ω0, X ∈M.
As a consequence of the (τ 0, β)-KMS property we obtain for the commutant
M′ = JMJ .
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In general, there is no reason that τ should leave A˜ invariant. However, we
define a dynamics α on M by
αt(X) := e
i tLhXe− i tLh, X ∈M.
Here, Lh is the so-called Standard Liouvillean defined by
(3.5) Lh := L0 +QI −JQIJ .
QI describes the interaction of the particle with the heat bath. In the case of
the dipole approximation QI is given by
(3.6) QI := λq ⊗ 1⊗ Φ((1 + ̺)1/2|k|−1/2ρˆ⊕ ̺1/2|k|−1/2ρˆ).
The reason for the choice of QI is the subsequent formal calculation
π0[τt(B ⊗ Φ(f))] =
∞∑
j=0
π0
(
[. . . , [iHh, B ⊗ Φ(f)] . . .]
)
(3.7)
=
∞∑
j=0
[. . . , [iLh, π0
(
B ⊗ Φ(f))] . . .]
= αt
(
π0[B ⊗ Φ(f)]
)
Note, that there is no contribution in Equation (3.7) from JQIJ , and that
π0
(
B⊗Φ(f)) = B⊗1⊗Φ((1+ ̺)1/2f ⊕ ̺1/2f). Surely, one can define QI that
is obtained from a different interaction, as long as the calculation (3.7) remains
true.
Once we have Lh, one can show self-adjointness, the invariance of M with
respect to αt. Furthermore, it can be proved that
Ω = ce−(β/2)(L0+QI)Ω0,
is cyclic for π0[A˜], separating for M, and normed for some c > 0. To show
that Ω0 ∈ dom(e−(β/2)(L0+QI)) one needs that |λ| is sufficiently small. For more
details see[17].
Furthermore Ω is in the kernel of Lh and
(3.8) υ(X) := 〈Ω|XΩ〉K
and υ defines an (α, β)-KMS-state on M. It was shown in [15, 16], that the
dynamical properties of (M, α,Ω) as the mixing property or the ergodicity are
encoded in the spectrum of Lh. But an analysis of the spectrum of Lh has
not been done for the harmonic oscillator, yet. For a short introduction in this
topic we refer the reader to [4].
However, in the case of the harmonic oscillator in the dipole approximation,
the algebra is A˜ is left invariant by τ , and the question arises for a rigorous
proof of the identity in (3.7). Let j be the canonical embedding of A into A˜.
We will show
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Lemma 3.1. The diagram
(3.9) A
τt

j
// A˜
π0
//M
αt

A
j
// A˜
π0
//M
is commutative.
This diagram illustrates, that α extends the dynamics τ on M. The proof is
given in Subsection 3.2.
Since we have for small 0 < |λ| ≪ 1 two (τ, β)-KMS states on A, namely
ω := ωf ◦ γ and υ ◦ π0 ◦ j, the question arises if both coincide. We will prove
Theorem 3.2. For small 0 < |λ| ≪ 1 we have that
ω = υ ◦ π0 ◦ j, on A.
This is illustrated in the next diagram
A
π0◦j
//
ω
  
AA
AA
AA
AA
M
υ

C
In Subsection 3.2 we will give a proof of Theorem 3.2. Next, we introduce
an W ∗-dynamical system for the Bose gas. This is essential to formulate our
results.
Let Kf = Fb[h ⊕ h] and Ωf := Ωh⊕h. The Araki-Woods-Representation
πAW : Af → B(Kf ) is given by
πAW (W[g]) =W[(1 + ̺)1/2g ⊕ ̺1/2g].
It can be shown that (Kf , πAW ,Ωf ) is a GNS-triple for Af and ωf .
LetMf := πAW [Af ]
′′ and υf(X) = 〈Ωf |XΩf 〉Kf , and αft (X) = ei tLfXe− i tLf , X ∈
Mf . Ωf is cyclic for πAW [Af ] and separating for Mf . The diagram is commu-
tative
Af
τft
//
πAW

Af
ωf
//
πAW

C
Mf
αft
//Mf
υf
>>}}}}}}}}
in this setting. We say that (Mf , α
f) is the W ∗-dynamical system for the Bose
gas. For a proof of this statements see [4].
Moreover, we have an embedding of (A, τ, ω) into (M, α, υ) by means of
π0 ◦ j and an embedding into (Mf , αf , υf) by means of πAW ◦ γ. In fact, both
embeddings are unitarily equivalent. We first show
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Theorem 3.3. There is an isometric isomorphism U : Kf → K, such that
Uei tLf = ei tLhU and UΩf = Ω. Let γU : B(Kf) → B(K), γU(A) = UAU−1.
Then γU ◦ πAW ◦ γ = π0 ◦ j.
The statement of Theorem 3.3 is illustrated by
(Kf ,Ωf) e
i tLf
//
U

(Kf ,Ωf )
U

(K,Ω) ei tLh // (K,Ω)
A
π0◦j
//
γ

B(K)
Af
πAW
// B(Kf )
γU
OO
A key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 3.3 is
Lemma 3.4. (π0 ◦ j)[A]′′ = M
Thus all elements of M can be approximated by elements of (π0◦j)[A]. From
this we obtain:
Corollary 3.5. (1) TheW ∗-dynamical systems (M, α,Ω) and (Mf , αf ,Ωf)
are unitarily equivalent.
(2) Lh is unitarily equivalent to Lf and dom(Lh) = U dom(Lf).
(3) σ(Lh) = R, σsc(Lh) = ∅, σac(Lh) = R, σpp(Lh) = {0} and Ω is up to
scalar multiples the only vector in the kernel of Lh.
Proof. (1) Since γ(A) = Af and (π0 ◦ j)[A] ⊂M, we have
γU : πAW [Af ]→M.
Furthermore, since Mf (resp. M ) is the σ-weak closure of πAW [Af ]
(resp. (π0 ◦ j)[A]), and γU , γ−1U are σ-weakly continuous, we conclude
that γU : Mf →M is a spatial ∗-isomorphism.
(2) follows from ei tLh = Uei tLfU−1.
(3) The statements are well known for Lf and Ωf .

3.2. Proofs. The proof of Lemma 3.1 is based on the fact that both Hh and Lh
are quadratic in the field operators. It follows that τt(W[c⊕ f ]) =W[wt(c⊕ f)]
and that αt(W[c⊕ c′ ⊕ h⊕ h]) = W[w˜t(c⊕ c′ ⊕ h⊕ h)] for some real linear
operator wt acting on C ⊕ f and some real linear operator w˜t acting on C ⊕
C⊕ h⊕ h. The proof of this follows from a theorem of Berezin for annihilation
and creation operators, see [6]. In the proof of Lemma 3.1 we compare w˜t with
wt on a subspace of C⊕C⊕ h⊕ h.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. It is sufficient, to check that
(3.10) (π0 ◦ j)[τt(W[c⊕ f ])] = αt((π0 ◦ j)[W[c⊕ f ]]).
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By Theorem 2.1 we have that
(π0 ◦ j)[τt(W[c⊕ f ])] =W(wt(c⊕ f)(1) ⊕ 0(3.11)
⊕ (1 + ̺)1/2wt(c⊕ f)(2) ⊕ ̺1/2wt(c⊕ f)(2))
with wt(c ⊕ f) =: wt(c ⊕ f)(1) ⊕ wt(c ⊕ f)(2). Since π0 ◦ j is a regular repre-
sentation, we only need to check Equality (3.10) for field operators instead of
Weyl operators. Since Lh is quadratic in creation- and annihilation operators,
there is a vector w˜t(c⊕ c′ ⊕ g ⊕ g′) such that
Φ(w˜t(c⊕ c′ ⊕ g ⊕ g′)
)
= αt
(
Φ(c⊕ c′ ⊕ g ⊕ g′))(3.12)
Moreover, t 7→ w˜t is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of real linear
operators in C⊕C⊕h⊕h. The domain of its generator A˜ is C⊕C⊕dom(|k|)⊕
dom(|k|). Moreover,
(3.13)
[
iLh,Φ(c⊕ c′ ⊕ g ⊕ g′)
]
= Φ(A˜(c⊕ c′ ⊕ g ⊕ g′)).
On the other side for field operators in Fb[C ⊕ h], t 7→ wt defines a strongly
continuous one-parameter group of real linear operators. Let A be its generator.
We have
(3.14) [iHh,Φ(c⊕ f)] = Φ(A(c⊕ f)),
for c⊕ f ∈ C⊕ dom(|k|). Thus it suffices to show that
A˜(c⊕ 0⊕ (1 + ̺)1/2f ⊕ ̺1/2f) = A(c⊕ f)(1) ⊕ 0(3.15)
⊕ (1 + ̺)1/2A(c⊕ f)(2) ⊕ ̺1/2A(c⊕ f)(2)
where A(c⊕ f) = A(c⊕ f)(1)⊕A(c⊕ f)(2). Since JQJ makes no contribution
to Equation (3.13) for c′ = 0, g = (1 + ̺)1/2f and g′ = ̺1/2f we can verify
(3.15) using (1.6) and (3.5). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is the most technical in this section, while the idea
is simple. Since Ω is in the kernel of Lh and by Lemma 3.1 we deduce, that
(3.16) ν ◦ π0 ◦ j = ν ◦ αt ◦ π0 ◦ j = ν ◦ π0 ◦ j ◦ τt.
ν is normal with respect to ν0, by (3.8). The proof of Theorem 3.2 will be
completed, if we show that we have limt→∞ µ ◦αt ◦ π0 ◦ j = ω for all ν0-normal
states µ. In the next statement we deduce an explicit formula for υ0◦(π0◦j).
Lemma 3.6. For c⊕ f ∈ C⊕ f we have that
υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(W[c⊕ f ])
)
= exp
(− 1/4‖η1/20 (c⊕ f)‖2h),
where ̺0(c⊕ f) =
(
exp(βα)− 1)−1(Re (c)α−1/2 + i Im (c)α1/2)⊕ ̺f and α2 =
1 + λ2‖|k|−1ρˆ‖h
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Proof. By definition of ν0 it suffices to show that
(exp(βα)− 1)Z−1β Tr{W[c]e−βHel} =(
Re (c)α−1/2 + i Im (c)α1/2
)
.
Let us first introduce ladder operators for the harmonic oscillator
B∗ :=
α1/2q − iα−1/2p√
2
, B :=
α1/2q + iα−1/2p√
2
defined on the Schwartz functions. There is up to a normalization constant
unique vector Ωα := (απ
−1)1/4e−αq
2/2, such that BΩα = 0. We also have
[B,B∗] = 1S(R) and Hel := αB∗B + α/2. A complete system of eigenvectors
for Hel is given by
(n!)−1/2(B∗)nΩα, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
corresponding to the eigenvalues En = αn+α/2. Furthermore, we obtain that
W[c] = exp(i(c′B∗ + c′B)/√2), where c′ := Re (c)α−1/2 + i Im (c)α1/2. The
lemma follows by a general theorem about Gibbs state of operators defined by
second quantization, see for instance [9, Prop. 5.28]. 
The subsequent Lemma is essential to prove the convergence of υ0-normal
states to ω.
Lemma 3.7. We have for A,B ∈ A that
(3.17) lim
t→∞
υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(B∗τt(A)B)
)
= υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(B∗B)
) · ω(A)
Before we will give a proof of Lemma 3.7 we show
Lemma 3.8. The following operators, defined as quadratic forms, on f can be
extended to compact operators on h
[η1/2,W ∗±], [η
1/2,W±].
Moreover, there exists compact operators k1, und k2 with
W ∗−ηW− = η
1/2k1η
1/2(3.18)
W ∗+ηW+ = η + η
1/2k2η
1/2,(3.19)
regarded as quadratic forms on f.
Proof. First, assume that g, h are some sufficiently regular multiplication op-
erators on L2(R3). Recall the Definition of Gǫ and G in A.2 and A.5. On f we
define the operator as a quadratic form
Kǫ := g[η
1/2, Gǫ]h.
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This operator has the integral kernel
Kǫ(k, k
′) =
g(k)
|k|1/2
η(k)1/2 − η(k′)1/2
k2 − (k′)2 − i ǫ
h(k′)
|k′|1/2 .
By definition of ̺ in Definition 1.3 we obtain
∣∣∣η(k)1/2 − η(k′)1/2|k| − |k′|
∣∣∣
6
|̺(k)− ̺(k′)|∣∣|k| − |k′|∣∣ η(k)−1/4η(k′)−1/4
6 cη(k)3/4η(k′)3/4.
Thus for α ∈ {0, 1} we get
∫
|Kǫ(k, k′)|2d3kd3k′ 6 c
∥∥∥ η3/4g|k|1/2+α
∥∥∥2
h
·
∥∥∥ η3/4h|k|3/2−α
∥∥∥2
h
.
Thus Kǫ extends to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for sufficiently regular g, h.
Applying dominated convergence to the integral kernels of Kǫ, we obtain K :=
limǫ→0Kǫ in the Hilbert-Schmidt-norm ‖ · ‖HS and that K is an extension of
g[η1/2, G]h. By the definitions of T ∗ and W ∗± given in A.2 we obtain
‖g[η1/2, T ∗]h‖HS 6 c
∥∥∥η3/4ρˆg|k|α
∥∥∥
h
·
∥∥∥η3/4ρˆh|k|1−α
∥∥∥
h
,
and for g = h = 1
(3.20) ‖[η1/2,W ∗±]‖HS 6 c
∥∥∥η3/4ρˆ|k|1/2
∥∥∥
h
·
∥∥∥η3/4ρˆ|k|1/2
∥∥∥
h
.
By Hypothesis 1 we deduce that right side of (3.20) is finite. The some upper
bound holds for W ∗± is replaced by W±. Since W
∗
−W− is compact, see Lemma
A.6, we obtain Equation (3.18). Equation (3.19) follows analog to Lemma A.6.

Proof of Lemma 3.7. By Lemma 3.6 we obtain
υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(W[f ])
)
= exp
(− 1/4‖η1/20 f‖2h)
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for f ∈ C⊕ f. Using τt(W[f ]) =W[wt(f)] and the CCR for Weyl operators we
obtain
υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(W[f ]τt(W[g])W[h])
)
= υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)[W[f ]W[h]]
) · exp(−1/4‖η1/20 wt(g)‖2h)
· exp ( i /2Im 〈wt(g)|f − h〉h
− 1/2Re 〈f + h|η0wt(g)〉h
)
By the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma we get that w-limt→∞ ei t|k|v(g) = w-limt→∞ η1/2ei t|k|v(g) =
0 for g ∈ C ⊕ f. From (2.10) and Lemma 3.8 follows that limt→∞〈f ± h|(1 +
2̺0)wt(g)〉 = 0. Moreover, for any compact operator k and any u ∈ h we have
that limt→∞ ‖ke− i t|k|u‖h = 0. Thus Lemma 3.8 implies
lim
t→∞
υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(W[f ]τt(W[g])W[h])
)
=υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(W[f ]W[h])
)·
lim
t→∞
exp
(− ‖η1/2(W+ei t|k|v(g)
+W−e− i t|k|v(g))‖2h/4
)
=υ0
(
(π0 ◦ j)(W[f ]W[h])
)
exp
(− 1/4‖η1/2v(g)‖2h)
As the linear combinations of Weyl operators are dense in W (C ⊕ f) we infer
the convergence in Equation (3.17). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let φ := (π0 ◦ j)[B]Ω0 ∈ K with ‖φ‖2K = ω0(B∗B) = 1.
|〈Ω|(π0 ◦ j)[A]Ω〉K − 〈φ|ei tLh(π0 ◦ j)[A]e− i tLhφ〉K|
= |〈Ω|ei tLh(π0 ◦ j)[A]e− i tLhΩ〉K
− 〈φ|ei tLh(π0 ◦ j)[A]e− i tLhφ〉K|
6 2‖φ− Ω‖K · ‖A‖A.
Next, because of Lemma 3.7
lim
t→∞
〈φ|ei tLh(π0 ◦ j)[A]e− i tLhφ〉K = lim
t→∞
ω0(B
∗τt(A)B)
= ω(A).
Hence
|〈Ω|(π0 ◦ j)(A)Ω〉K − ω(A)| 6 2‖φ− Ω‖K · ‖A‖A.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.4, we have
cl(π0 ◦ j)[A]Ω = cl(π0 ◦ j)[A]′′Ω = clMΩ = K.
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Therefore, since ‖φ−Ω‖K can be chosen arbitrarily small, υ((π0◦j)(A)) = ω(A)
follows. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Obviously, we have (π0 ◦ j)[A]′′ ⊂ M. We need to show
that M is contained in the weak closure of (π0 ◦ j)[A].
Let X ∈ M, φ ∈ K and ǫ > 0. By the bicommutant-theorem there is a
X ′ ∈ π0[A˜] such that ‖X ′φ −Xφ‖ < ǫ. Using linearity and density arguments
we may assume that
X ′ = A⊗ 1⊗ (W[√1 + ̺f ⊕√̺f ]), A ∈ B(Hel)
and φ = φ1⊗ φ2 ⊗ φ3 ⊗ φ4. Since W (C)′′ = B(Hel), the bicommutant-theorem
yields the existence of W ∈ W (C) such that ‖Aφ1 − Wφ1‖K < ǫ. Thus
‖Y φ−Xφ‖ < 2ǫ for Y := (π0 ◦ j)[W ⊗W[f ]]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let H1 := (πAW ◦γ)[A]Ωf and H2 := (π0◦j)[A]Ω. Since
Ωf is separating for (πAW ◦ γ)[A], we can define U : H1 → H2 by
(πAW ◦ γ)[A]Ωf 7→ (π0 ◦ j)[A]Ω, A ∈ A.
We observe that
〈(π0 ◦ j)[A]Ω|(π0 ◦ j)[B]Ω〉K = υ(π0 ◦ j)[A∗B]
= ω(A∗B) = ωf((πAW ◦ γ)[A∗B])
= 〈(πAW ◦ γ)[A]Ωf |(πAW ◦ γ)[B]Ωf 〉Kf .
Therefore, U is an isometric isomorphism. Moreover,
ei tLhU(πAW ◦ γ)[A]Ωf = ei tLh(π0 ◦ j)[A]Ω
= ei tLh(π0 ◦ j)[A]e− i tLhΩ = (π0 ◦ j)[τt(A)]Ω
= U(πAW ◦ γ)[τt(A)]Ωf
= Uei tLf (πAW ◦ γ)[A]e− i tLfΩf
= Uei tLf (πAW ◦ γ)[A]Ωf .
That is ei tLhU = Uei tLf on H1 . We can extend U to an isometric map from Kf
onto K, since clH1 = cl(πAW ◦γ)[A]Ωf = cl πAW [W (h)]Ωf = Kf and clH2 = K.
This completes the proof. 
4. Anharmonic Oscillator
The goal of this section is to prove the property of ”return to equilibrium”
for a slightly modified model. We will study the behavior of dynamics of an
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anharmonic oscillator coupled to a heat bath for large times. The starting point
is the automorphism group
t 7→ τVt (A) := ei tHVAe− i tHV , A ∈ A,
where HV := Hh + V . We call HV the anharmonic Hamiltonian. V is a
bounded real-valued potential over R. The class of admissible potentials are
Fourier transforms of measures, that is V (q) =
∫
R
ν(dµ)ei qµ. More precisely, ν
is a complex-valued Borel measure, such that ν(A) = ν(−A) for any Borel set
A ⊂ R and −A = {−a : a ∈ A}. Let |ν| be the absolute value of ν, we assume
that ai :=
∫
R
|ν|(dµ)|µ|i <∞, i = 0, 1, 2 and that
(4.1) κ > 2(a0 + κ˜a2).
The number κ˜ depends on λ and is given by
κ˜ := 2π
∫
R
λ2
∣∣ρˆ(r + i κ)2(r + i κ)2∣∣∣∣Gλ(r + i κ)Gλ(r − iκ)∣∣dr.
Note that Condition (4.1) only makes sense for fixed λ 6= 0. This inhibits to
prove Fermi’s golden rule for the time decay.
By means of Equation (1.3) we obtain V =
∫
R
ν(dµ)W[µ⊕ 0] in the sense
of operators.
Note that τVt (A) need not to be an element of A for A ∈ A. So we require
an extension to a larger dynamical system. The first step in this direction is
to consider the Hamiltonian HP and τ
P
t (A) := e
i tHPAe− i tHP , A ∈ Af with
HP := Hf + P and P :=
∫
R
ν(dµ)W[v(µ⊕ 0)] ∈ B(Hf ). This definition is
motivated by the following formal calculations:
(1) P = γ(V )
(2) γ(τVt (A)) = γ(e
i tHV e− i tHh) · τ ft (γ(A)) · γ(ei tHhe− i tHV ).
(3) Using Dyson’s expansion we get
γ(ei tHV e− i tHh)
= 1 +
∞∑
n=1
∫
06tn6...6t16t
dtγ
(
τtn(V ) . . . τt1(V )
)
= 1 +
∞∑
n=1
∫
06tn6...6t16t
dtτ ftn(P ) . . . τ
f
t1(P )
= ei tHP e− i tHf
Likewise we obtain
γ(ei tHhe− i tHV ) = ei tHf e− i tHP .
(4) All together we get formally γ(τVt (A)) = τ
P
t
(
γ(A)
)
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In a second step we define a dynamics αQ on the W ∗-algebra Mf . The auto-
morphism group is given by
(4.2) αQt (X) := e
i tLQXe− i tLQ, X ∈Mf
LQ denotes the Standard Liouvillean for the dynamics αQ, it is given by LQ =
Lf +Q−JQJ , with Q :=
∫
R
ν(dµ)πAW [W[v(µ⊕ 0)]] ∈Mf . J is the modular
conjugation corresponding to Ωf . Note that Q ∈ Mf and since Mf is a W ∗-
algebra, we obtain αQt (X) ∈ Mf for X ∈ Mf . The definition of αQ can be
motivated in the same way as that of α in Section 3. Moreover, a (αQ, β)-KMS
state is given by ωQ, where ωQ(A) := 〈ΩQ|AΩQ〉Kf , ΩQ := ce−β/2(Lf+Q)Ωf .
c > 0 is a normalization constant. We remark that
αQt (A) = α
f
t (A) +
∞∑
n=1
in
∫
06tn6...t16t
dt[αft−t1(Q),
. . . [. . . [αft−tn(Q), α
f
t (A)] . . .]],(4.3)
where dt = dt1 · · · dtn. For the formulation of our results we set:
Definition 4.1. We define
(1) The observables of the small systems are (πAW ◦ γ)[W (C⊕ 0)].
(2) The analytic observables are Maf := (πAW ◦ γ)[A0].
(3) The analytic states are given by
Sa := {µ : ∃A ∈Maf ∀X ∈Mf µ(X) = 〈AΩf |XAΩf 〉}
We will prove the following:
Theorem 4.2. The W ∗-dynamical system (Mf , αQ, ωQ) is mixing. Moreover,
we have for µ ∈ Sa and A ∈Maf∣∣µ(αQt (A))− ωQ(A)∣∣ 6 c exp(−(κ− 2(a0 + κ˜a2))t),
where c is some constant depending on µ,A and Q, and for κ˜ defined in (4.1).
4.1. Auxiliary Statements. The proof of Theorem 4.2 is splitted in three
parts. The first is
Lemma 4.3. For A,B,C ∈Maf we have
|υf(AαQt (B)C)− υf(AC)υ˜(B)|(4.4)
6 c exp(−(κ− 2(a0 + κ˜a2))t),
where υ˜(B) := limt→∞ υf(α
Q
t (B)).
The second part is
Lemma 4.4. (Maf)
′′ = Mf .
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Proof. First, we observe Maf = LH{W[
√
1 + ̺f ⊕√̺f ] : f ∈ v(g)}. Since v(g)
is dense in f by Lemma 2.6, there exists for every f ∈ f a sequence (fn)n ⊂ v(g),
so that √
1 + ̺fn ⊕√̺fn →
√
1 + ̺f ⊕√̺f, n→∞,
where the limit is taken with respect to the norm of h⊕ h. It follows, that
s-limn→∞W[
√
1 + ̺fn ⊕√̺fn] =W[
√
1 + ̺f ⊕√̺f ].
We conclude that (Maf)
′′ = LH{W[√1 + ̺f ⊕√̺f ] : f ∈ f}′′ = Mf . 
The third part is
Corollary 4.5. For every ωQ-normal state µ over Mf and every C ∈Mf we
obtain limt→∞ µ(α
Q
t (C)) = ωQ(C). Hence (Mf , α
Q, ωQ) is mixing.
4.2. Proofs. In the following c denotes a constant independent of t > 0. The
value of c may change from line to line. In this subsection the norms and scalar
products without subscript belong to K or to B(K).
Proof of Lemma 4.3. First, we prove Estimate (4.4) for A := πAW [W[f ]], B :=
πAW [W[g]],C := πAW [W[h]] for f, g, h ∈ v(g). Note, that eiµq = W[µ⊕ 0] and
let vk := v(µk⊕0). Recalling the statements of Diagram (2.2) and (3.9) we get
αft−tk(P ) =
∫
R
ν(dµk)πAW [W[ei(t−tk)|k|vk ]].
Employing the CCR for Weyl operators we obtain
[W[f ],W[g]] = (−2 i) sin ((1/2)Im 〈f |g〉h)W[f + g].
The commutator expression in Equation (4.3) equals
cn·πAW
(W[ei t|k|un]) = [πAW (W[ei(t−t1)|k|v1]), [. . .
. . . [πAW
(W[ei(t−tn)|k|vn]), πAW (W[ei t|k|g])] . . .]]
with
cn(t, µ) := (−2 i)n
n∏
k=1
sin
(
Im 〈e− i tk|k|vk|uk,n〉h/2
)
uk,n(t, µ) :=
n∑
m=k+1
e− i tm|k|vm + g, un,n(t, µ) := g
un(t, µ) := u0,n(t, n, µ).
Now and in the sequel we omit the arguments of cn, uk,n, un. Let ν(dµ) :=
ν(dµ1)⊗ . . .⊗ ν(dµn) the n-fold product measure of ν. In the following we will
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use the same symbol for different n. The equation in (4.4) reads
υf(Aα
Q
t (B)C) = ωf(W[f ]τ ft (W[g])W[h])(4.5)
+
∞∑
n=1
in
∫
06tn6...t16t
dt
·
∫
ν(dµ)cn · ωf
(
W[f ]W[ei t|k|un]W[h]
)
.
Moreover, for the expectation in ωf in the line before we find
ωf
(
W[f ]W[ei t|k|un]W[h]
)
(4.6)
= e∆nωf
(W[f ]W[h])ωf(W[un]),
with
∆n(t, t, µ) :=− (1/2)Re 〈f + h|ηei t|k|un〉h
− (i /2)Im 〈f − h|ei t|k|un〉h.
Note, that |e∆n − 1| 6 |∆n|e|Re∆n| and
(4.7)
∣∣∣ωf(W[f ]W[h])ωf(W[un])e|Re∆n|∣∣∣ 6 1.
Using Equation (2.13) we obtain an exponentially fast decay with rate κ for
ωf(W[f ]τ ft (W[g])W[h])− ωf(W[f ]W[h])ωf (τ ft (W[g])).
Moreover, an explicit expression for υf(α
Q
t (B)) is obtained by setting f = 0 = h
in (4.5). Combining this with (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain for some constant
|υf(AαQt (B)C)− υf(AC)υf(αQt (B))|(4.8)
6 ce−κt +
∞∑
n=1
∫
06tn6...t16t
dt
∫
|ν|(dµ)∣∣cn∆n∣∣.
Here, |ν| is the absolute value of the measure ν. The constant depends only on
f, g, h. Recalling Lemma 2.7 and the definition of ∆n and un
(4.9) |∆n| 6 c
( n∑
i=1
e−(t−ti)κ|µi|+ e−tκ
)
.
for some constant depending on f, g, h. Furthermore, estimate B.1 yields
(4.10) |cn| 6 ce−κti|µi|
n∏
k=i+1
(1 + κ˜µ2k), i = 1, 2, . . . , n
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for some constant. Note, that κ˜ is independent of f, g, h. We insert Estimate
(4.9) in (4.8), depending on the summands in (4.9) we use a different i in
Estimate (4.10). Thus
|υf(AαQt (B)C)− υf(AC)υf(αQt (B))|
6 ce−κt
(
1 + e−κt
∞∑
n=1
∫
06tn6...t16t
dt
∫
|ν|(dµ)( n∑
i=1
µ2i
n∏
k=i+1
(1 + κ˜µ2k) + 1
))
6 ce−κt
(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
tn
n!
∫
|ν|(dµ)
n∏
k=1
(1 + κ˜µ2k)
)
6 c exp(−t(κ− a0 − κ˜a2))
To finish the proof we need to show that the convergence limt→∞ υf(α
Q
t (B)) is
exponentially fast. Therefore we shall compare υf(α
Q
t (B)) and υf(α
Q
s (B)) for
0 < t < s. Again, recall the υf(α
Q
t (B)) is calculated in (4.5) ( for f = 0 = h).
Using that ωf is τ
f -invariant we obtain
|υf(αQs (B))− υf(αQt (B))| 6
∞∑
n=1
∫
06tn6...6t16s
dt
1[t1 > t]
∫
|ν|(dµ)|cn||ωf(W[un])|.
Since W[un] is a unitary we get |ωf(W[un])| 6 1. Employing Estimate (4.10)
for i = 1 we get∣∣υf(αQs (B))− υf(αQt (B))∣∣
6
∞∑
n=1
c2n
∫
06tn6...6t16s
dt 1[t1 > t](a0 + κ˜a2)
n−1e−κt1
=
∞∑
n=1
c2n
∫ s
t
(r(a0 + κ˜a2))
n−1
(n− 1)! e
−κrdr
6 c
∫ ∞
t
exp(−(κ− 2(a0 + κ˜a2))r)dr
6 c exp(−(κ− 2(a0 + κ˜a2))t).
We define υ˜(B) := limt→∞ υf(α
Q
t (B)) using the Cauchy-criterion. 
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Proof of Corollary 4.5. Let now φ ∈ Kf , ‖φ‖ = 1 and A,B ∈ Maf , so that
‖AΩ‖ = 1.
|〈φ|αQt (B)φ〉 − υ˜(B)|
6 |〈φ|αQt (B)φ〉 − 〈AΩf |αQt (B)AΩf 〉|
+ |ωf(A∗αQt (B)A)− υ˜(B)|
6 2‖AΩf − φ‖ · ‖B‖+ |ωf(A∗αQt (B)A)− υ˜(B)|.
We obtain directly
lim supt→∞|〈φ|αQt (B)φ〉 − υ˜(B)|
6 2‖B‖ inf{‖AΩf − φ‖| A ∈ (πAW ◦ γ)[A0],
‖AΩf‖ = 1} = 0.
Choosing φ = ΩQ we obtain by time-invariance of KMS states, that ωQ = υ˜
over Maf . Assume now C ∈ Mf , (Cn)n ∈ Maf and D ∈ M′f , so that C =
s-limn→∞Cn. Since LQΩQ = 0 we have that
〈DΩQ|αQt (C − Cn)DΩQ〉 = 〈D∗DΩQ|αQt (C − Cn)ΩQ〉
=〈D∗DΩQ|ei tLQ(C − Cn)ΩQ〉.
Hence,
lim sup
t→∞
|ωQ(C)− 〈DΩQ|αQt (C)DΩQ〉|
6 lim sup
t→∞
|ωQ(Cn)− 〈DΩQ|αQt (Cn)DΩQ〉|
+ lim sup
t→∞
|ωQ(C − Cn)− 〈DΩQ|αQt (C − Cn)DΩQ〉|
6 (1 + ‖D∗D‖) · ‖(C − Cn)ΩQ‖.
For n → ∞ we obtain ωQ(C) = limt→∞〈DΩQ|αQt (C)DΩQ〉. Since ΩQ is sep-
arating for Mf , it is cyclic for (Mf)
′. An approximation argument yields
ωQ(C) = limt→∞〈φ|αQt (C)φ〉, for all φ ∈ Kf . Note, that any normal state
µ over Mf has a vector representative φ ∈ Kf , since ωQ is a KMS state. 
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Appendix A. A summary of results and definitions in [1, 2]
In this section we recall definitions and statements, that are made in [1,
2]. The most important result is the formula for the asymptotic creation and
annihilation operators given in Lemma A.7. It is the starting point of our
analysis.
Definition A.1. For z ∈ C \ [0,∞) we get
D(z) := −z + 1 + λ2‖|k|−1ρˆ‖2h + λ2
∫
d3k
ρˆ(k)2
z − k2
D±(r) := lim
ǫ→0+
D(r + i ǫ), r ∈ [0,∞)
Q(k) := −λ ρˆ(k)
D+(k2)
Q±(k) := (1/2)(|k|1/2 ± |k|−1/2)Q(k).
Furthermore, we define the following operators on h.
Definition A.2.
(Gǫg)(k) :=
∫
g(k′)
(|k||k′|)1/2(k2 − k′2 + i ǫ)d
3k′.(A.1)
G := lim
ǫ→0+
Gǫ(A.2)
Tg := g + λ|k|1/2QG|k|1/2ρˆg(A.3)
T ∗g := g − λ|k|1/2ρˆG|k|1/2Qg(A.4)
W+g := (1/2)
{|k|−1/2T ∗|k|1/2 + |k|1/2T ∗|k|−1/2}g(A.5)
W−g := (1/2)
{|k|−1/2T ∗|k|1/2 − |k|1/2T ∗|k|−1/2}g(A.6)
For the functions D and D± we summarize some results in
Lemma A.3. (1) D is analytic in C \ [0,∞),
(2) D±(s) := limǫ→0+D(s+ i ǫ) exists and is continuous for s ∈ [0,∞),
(3) infs∈[0,∞) |D±(s)| > 0,
(4) |D(z)+z| < c1 and |D(z)| > c2 for all z ∈ C\ [0,∞) and real constants
c1 and c2.
Let Mα(R
3) = {f : ‖f‖α = ‖|k|αf‖h < ∞}, for α ∈ R. For the operators
introduced in Definition A.2 we have:
Lemma A.4. (1) Gǫ is bounded on h, uniformly for ǫ > 0.
(2) G := s-limǫ→0+Gǫ exists as an operator on h.
(3) G is bounded on h and M−1/2(R3).
(4) G∗ = −G, i.e G is skew-symmetric on h.
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Given a bounded operator A on h we denote by A an operator acting on
g ∈ h by means of (Ag)(k) := (Ag)(k). The bar is of course the complex
conjugation.
Lemma A.5. (1) T and T ∗ (see Definition A.2) are bounded on Mα(R3)
for α = 1/2, 0,−1.
(2) T ∗ is the adjoint of T .
(3) For a rotation invariant function h on R3, we have T ∗hT = T
∗
hT
(4) Furthermore, if hQ ∈ h, then T ∗hQ = T ∗hQ.
(5) T ∗Q = 0 and ‖Q‖h = 1
The next algebraic relations ensure that the incoming creation- and annihi-
lation operators fulfill the CCR.
Lemma A.6. The operatorsW+ andW− defined in Definition A.2 are bounded
on Mα(R
3) for α = −1/2, 0 and fulfill
W ∗+W+ −W ∗−W− + P+ − P− = 1,
W+W
∗
+ −W−W ∗− = 1,
W
∗
+W− −W ∗−W+ + P+− − P−+ = 0,
W−W ∗+ −W+W ∗− = 0,
where
P±f = 〈Q±|f〉hQ±, P+−f = 〈Q−|f〉hQ+
P−+f = 〈Q+|f〉hQ−.
Furthermore, W− is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with integral kernel
W−(k, k′) =
λρˆ(k)Q(k′)
2(|k||k′|)1/2(|k|+ |k′|) .
The starting point of our work is the following result:
Lemma A.7. Let H0 be Hh with λ = 0. The asymptotic creation- and
annihilation- operators a#in(f) exist for f ∈M0(R3) ∩M−1/2(R3),
a#in(f) = s-limt→−∞ e
i tHhe− i tH0a#(f)ei tH0e− i tHh ,
dom(a#in(f)) ⊃ dom(Hh) for
ain(f) = 〈Q−|f〉hA∗ + 〈Q+|f〉hA+ a∗(W−f) + a(W+f)
a∗in(f) = 〈f |Q−〉hA + 〈f |Q+〉hA∗ + a(W−f) + a∗(W+f).
Moreover, ain(f) and a
∗
in(g) fulfill the CCR for f, g ∈ h.
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Appendix B.
The next lemma was originally proved in [18].
Lemma B.1. Let f, f1, . . . , fn be vectors in a Hilbert space h, and real numbers
0 6 t1 6 t2 6 . . . tn and λ1, λ2, . . . , λn ∈ R and α, β, γ > 0, such that
|Im 〈fk|f〉| 6 α|λk|e−tkγ, k = 1, . . . , n
|Im 〈fk|fj〉| 6 β|λkλj | · e−(tk−tj)γ , n > k > j > 1.
Then for j = 1, . . . , n we get
A(j) :=
∣∣∣ n∏
k=j
sin
( n∑
m=k+1
Im 〈fk|fm〉+ Im 〈fk|f〉
)∣∣∣(B.1)
6 e−γtj |λj|α
n∏
k=j+1
(1 + βλ2k).
We use the convention that
∑n
m=n+1(∗) = 0 and
∏n
m=n+1(∗) = 1.
Proof. First we remark that for x, y ∈ R
| sin(x+ y)| 6 | sin(x)|+ | sin(y)|, | sin(x)| 6 |x|,
| sin(x)| 6 1
We proceed by induction for j. We assume j 6 n−1 and that A(j+1), . . . , A(n)
obey Estimate (B.1). Since 0 6 A(i) 6 A(i+ 1) 6 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n we get
A(j) 6 A(j + 1) ·
( n∑
m=j+1
∣∣ sin(Im 〈fj|fm〉)∣∣(B.2)
+
∣∣ sin(Im 〈fj|f〉)∣∣)
6
n∑
m=j+1
∣∣ sin(Im 〈fj|fm〉)∣∣A(m) + ∣∣ sin(Im 〈fj|f〉)∣∣
6
n∑
m=j+1
(
β|λmλj| · e−(tj−tm)γ
)
(
e−γtm |λm|α
n∏
k=m+1
(1 + βλ2k)
)
+ α|λj|e−tjγ.
Since the right-hand side (r.h.s) of Equation (B.2) is less than the (r.h.s) of
Equation (B.1), we obtain Lemma B.1. 
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